Abstract-In recent years, researchers have intensively investigated various topics in test-case prioritization, which aims to re-order test cases to increase the rate of fault detection during regression testing. The total and additional prioritization strategies, which prioritize based on total numbers of elements covered per test, and numbers of additional (not-yet-covered) elements covered per test, are two widely-adopted generic strategies used for such prioritization. This paper proposes a basic model and an extended model that unify the total strategy and the additional strategy. Our models yield a spectrum of generic strategies ranging between the total and additional strategies, depending on a parameter referred to as the p value. We also propose four heuristics to obtain differentiated p values for different methods under test. We performed an empirical study on 19 versions of four Java programs to explore our results. Our results demonstrate that wide ranges of strategies in our basic and extended models with uniform p values can significantly outperform both the total and additional strategies. In addition, our results also demonstrate that using differentiated p values for both the basic and extended models with method coverage can even outperform the additional strategy using statement coverage.
I. INTRODUCTION
Software engineers usually maintain a large number of test cases, which can be reused in regression testing to test software changes. Due to the large number of test cases, regression testing can be very time consuming. For example, Elbaum et al. [7] , [9] reported one industrial case in which the execution time of the entire regression test suite for one product was seven weeks. Test-case prioritization [7] - [9] , [24] , [26] , [30] , which attempts to re-order regression test cases to detect faults as early as possible, has been intensively investigated as a way to deal with lengthy regression testing cycles.
In test-case prioritization, a fundamental topic involves prioritization strategies. In previous work, researchers have studied two greedy strategies (the total and additional strategies), which are generic for different coverage criteria. Given a coverage criterion, the total strategy sorts test cases in descending order of coverage, whereas the additional strategy always picks a next test case having the maximal coverage of items not yet covered by previously prioritized test cases. In addition to these two strategies, researchers have also investigated other generic strategies. Li et al. [16] investigated the 2-optimal greedy strategy [17] , a hill-climbing strategy, and a genetic programming strategy. Jiang et al. [12] investigated adaptive random prioritization. Their empirical results show that the additional strategy remains the most effective generic strategy on average in terms of rate of fault detection.
There is also, however, a weakness in the additional strategy. Consider statement coverage for instance. In the additional strategy, after a test case t is chosen, no statement covered by t is explicitly considered again until all coverable statements are covered at least one time. As a result, when there is a fault f in one statement covered by t but not covered by any test case chosen before t, if t cannot detect f , the detection of f may be greatly postponed. In contrast, the total strategy does not have this weakness, because when choosing a next test case, the total strategy always considers all statements no matter whether or not previously chosen test cases have covered the statements. This said, as the total strategy counts only the numbers of statements covered by each test case, it may be more inclined to choose test cases to cover statements previously covered many times than to choose test cases to cover previously not (intensively) covered statements. Thus, the total strategy may postpone the detection of faults in rarely covered statements. As a result, some strategy that has the flavor of both the additional strategy and the total strategy may be more advantageous.
To understand the situation in which a test case covers a statement but does not reveal a fault in the statement, consider the following piece of code with a fault in line 5. The code is a method returning the larger of x and y. A test case in which the value of x is smaller than that of y covers the faulty statement and detects the fault. However, a test case in which the value of x is equal to that of y also covers the faulty statement but does not detect the fault.
1:
int max(int x, int y) { 2:
if (x>y) 3: return x; 4: else 5: return x;//should be "return y".
6: }
In fact, research on test-suite reduction [11] , [25] , [31] has demonstrated that re-covering already covered statements may enhance fault-detection capability. Furthermore, when we consider test-case prioritization based on coverage information at a coarser level (e.g., the method level), it may be more common for a test case to miss a fault in a method covered by the test case, because that test case may fail to cover the faulty statement in the method.
In this paper, we propose a unified view (including a basic model and an extended model) for generic strategies in testcase prioritization. In our models, the total and additional strategies are extreme instances, and the models also define various generic strategies that lie between the total strategy and the additional strategy depending on the value of fault detection probability (referred to as the p value). In addition, we further extend the models by using differentiated p values. We view our models as an initial framework to control the uncertainty of fault detection during test-case prioritization, and believe more techniques can be derived based on our models. We performed an empirical study to compare our strategies with the total strategy and the additional strategy. Our results demonstrate that many of our strategies can outperform both the total and additional strategies.
The main contributions of this paper are as follows.
• A new approach that creates better prioritization techniques by controlling the uncertainty of fault detection capability in test-case prioritization.
• Two models that unify the total and additional strategies and can also yield a spectrum of generic strategies having flavors of both the total and additional strategies.
• Empirical evidence that many strategies between the total and additional strategies are more effective than either of those strategies.
• Empirical evidence that our strategies using differentiated p values with method coverage can significantly outperform the additional strategy with statement coverage.
II. UNIFYING THE TOTAL AND ADDITIONAL STRATEGIES
With the additional strategy, the primary concern is to cover units not yet covered by previous test cases. This strategy should be well suited for circumstances in which the probability of a test case detecting faults in units it covers is high. On the other hand, the primary concern for the total strategy is to cover the most units with each test case. This strategy should be well suited for circumstances in which the probability of a test case detecting faults in units it covers is low. Thus, if we explicitly consider the probability for a test case to detect faults in units it covers, we may devise strategies to take advantage of the strengths of both the total and additional strategies. More specifically, our models initially assign probability values for each program unit 1 . Then, each time a unit is covered by a test case (that could potentially detect some fault(s) in the unit), the probability that the unit contains undetected faults is reduced by some ratio between 0% (as in the total strategy) and 100% (as in the additional strategy). In this way, we build a spectrum of generic prioritization strategies between the total and additional strategies.
Algorithm 1 Prioritization in the basic model with p
while Selected[k] do 10:
end while 12: sum ← 0 13:
if Cover[k, j] then 15: sum ← sum + P rob [ 
if Cover[l, j] then 23:
end if 25: end for 26: if s > sum then 27: sum ← s 
end for 39: end for
A. Basic Model
In our basic model, when a test case t covers a unit u, we refer to the probability that t can detect faults in u as p. Consider a test suite T = {t 1 , t 2 , ..., t n } containing n test cases and a program U = {u 1 , u 2 , ..., u m } containing m units. Algorithm 1 depicts test-case prioritization in our basic model, in which we use a Boolean array Cover[i, j] (1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ m) to denote whether test case t i covers unit u j .
In Algorithm 1, we use an array P rob[j] (1 ≤ j ≤ m) to store the probability that unit u j contains undetected faults. Initially, we set the value of P rob[j] (1 ≤ j ≤ m) to be 1. We use a Boolean array Selected[i] (1 ≤ i ≤ n) to store whether test case t i has been selected for prioritization. Initially, we set the value of Selected[i] (1 ≤ i ≤ n) to be f alse. Furthermore, we use an array P riority[i] (1 ≤ i ≤ n) to store the prioritized test cases. If P riority[i] is equal to k (1 ≤ i, k ≤ n), test case t k is ordered in the ith position.
In Algorithm 1, lines 1-6 perform initialization. In the main loop from lines 7 to 39, each iteration determines which test case to place in the prioritized test suite. Lines 8-31 find a test case t k such that t k is previously not chosen and the sum of probabilities that units covered by t k contain undetected faults is the highest among test cases not yet chosen. Note that, as the basic model utilizes a uniform probability p for fault detection in covered units, lines 8-31 actually find a test case with the highest probability of detecting previously undetected faults. In particular, lines 8-17 find the first test case t k not previously chosen for prioritization and calculate the sum of the probabilities that units covered by t k contain undetected faults, and lines 18-31 check whether there is another unchosen test case t l for which the sum of the probabilities that the covered units contain undetected faults is higher than that for t k . Line 32 sets the ith position in the prioritized test suite to t k , and line 33 marks t k as already chosen for prioritization. Lines 34-38 update the probability that units contain undetected faults for each unit covered by t k .
Algorithm 1 is in fact a variant of the algorithm for the additional strategy. The main difference is that this algorithm tries to find the test case covering units with the maximal sum of probabilities of containing undetected faults. Due to the similarity between this algorithm and the additional strategy, its worst case time cost is the same as that of the additional strategy (i.e., O(mn 2 ), where n is the number of test cases and m is the number of units [26] ).
With Algorithm 1, an optimistic tester who believes that a test case is likely to detect faults in covered units may set the value of p to 1. In such a circumstance, this algorithm is equivalent to the additional strategy. The reason for this is that lines 34-38 set the probability for any previously covered unit to contain undetected faults to 0. In contrast, a pessimistic tester who is concerned with the situation in which a test case may not detect faults in units covered by the test case may set the value of p to 0. In such a circumstance, this algorithm is equivalent to the total strategy. The reason is that lines 34-38 do not change the probability that any previously covered unit contains undetected faults. Note that setting p to 0 does not render the algorithm as efficient as the original total strategy, whose worst case time cost is O(mn) [26] . Finally, if a tester sets the value of p to a number between 0 and 1, this algorithm is a strategy between the total strategy and the additional strategy. The closer p is to 0, the closer this algorithm is to the total strategy; and the closer p is to 1, the closer this algorithm is to the additional strategy.
B. Extended Model
In our basic model and previously proposed strategies for test-case prioritization, when a test case t covers a unit u, the number of times t covers u is not further considered. That is, no matter how many times t covers u, the algorithm treats u as having been covered once. Intuitively, the more times t covers u, the more probable it may be for t to detect faults in u. Therefore, considering the ability of a test case to cover a unit multiple times may result in higher effectiveness.
We now extend our basic model to consider multiple coverage of units by given test cases. In our extended model, the main body of the algorithm is the same as the algorithm in our basic model, but the extended algorithm uses a different method for calculating the probability for a test case to detect previously undetected faults. We extend Cover[i, j] (1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ m) to denote the number of times test case t i covers unit u j . We now present the main differences between the two algorithms.
First, as the number of times test case t k covers unit u j is Cover[k, j], the probability for unit u j to contain undetected faults changes from P rob[j] to P rob[j] * (1−p)
Cover[k,j] after executing t k if we consider each instance of coverage to have an equal probability p of detecting faults. That is to say, for unit u j alone, execution of t k decreases the probability that u j contains undetected faults by
). Thus, in the extended algorithm, we change lines 15 and 23 of
respectively. Second, after we select test case t k for prioritization at the ith place, the probability for unit u j to contain undetected faults changes from
. Thus, in the extended algorithm, we change line 36 of Algo-
. The worst case time cost of the extended algorithm is also O(mn 2 ), the same as that of Algorithm 1.
In the extended algorithm, if we set p to 1, the algorithm is the same as the additional strategy, because (1 − p)
is equal to 0 when p is equal to 1. However, if we set p to 0, the extended algorithm cannot distinguish any test cases from each other,
is always equal to 0 when p is equal to 0. If we set p to a number between 0 and 1, the extended algorithm also represents a strategy between the total and additional strategies, considering multiple coverage for each test case.
C. Differentiating p Values
In Section II-A, in our basic model, whenever a test case t covers a unit u, we consider the probability for t to detect faults in u to be uniformly p. In Section II-B, using our extended model, we reason that when t covers u multiple times, the probability for t to detect faults in u may not be uniform, but each instance of coverage also implies a uniform probability of fault detection. In reality, however, faults in some units may be easier to detect than faults in other units.
In this section, we further extend our models to account for the situation in which the probability of fault detection is differentiated. To deal with this situation, we need to assign different probability values for test cases to detect faults in different units. The challenge in performing such an assignment, however, lies in obtaining effective estimates of the probability of fault detection. In this paper, we further estimate differentiated p values at the method level based on two widely used static metrics: MLoC, which stands for Method Line of Code, and McCabe, which stands for the wellknown McCabe Cyclomatic Complexity [19] . Our approach is based on the intuition that methods with larger volume (e.g., higher MLoC values) or greater complexity (e.g., higher McCabe values) need to be covered more times to reveal the faults within them, i.e., they should have lower p values. We believe that test cases should be good at detecting faults, and thus we calculate the p value for each method in the range [0.5, 1.0]. Formally, we use both linear normalization (Formula (1)) and log normalization (Formula (2)) to calculate the p value for the jth method (i.e., p[j]) as follows:
where Based on the two metrics and the two p calculation formulas, we thus have four heuristics for generating a differentiated p value for each method. For both models, we change all references to the uniform p into the differentiated p[j] generated for the specific jth method. For the basic model, we change line 36 of Algorithm 1 into
Similarly, for the extended model, we change lines 15, 23, and 36 of Algorithm 1 to sum ← sum
Cover[k,j] , respectively. Note that the worst case time costs of the basic and extended models with differentiated p values are still O(mn 2 ).
III. EMPIRICAL STUDY
To evaluate our strategies with uniform and differentiated p values in the basic and extended models, we performed an empirical study to investigate the following research questions:
• RQ1: How do prioritization strategies generated by the basic and extended models with uniform p values compare with the total and additional strategies? • RQ2: How do the granularity of coverage and the granularity of test cases impact the comparative effectiveness of strategies generated by our models? 
B. Dependent Variable
Our dependent variable tracks technique effectiveness. We adopt the well-known APFD (Average Percentage Faults Detected) metric [26] . Let T be a test suite and T ′ be a permutation of T , the APFD for T ′ is defined as follows.
Here, n is the number of test cases in T , l is the number of faults, and F i is the number of faults detected by at least one test case among the first i test cases in T ′ .
C. Object Programs, Test Suites, and Faults
As objects of study we consider 19 versions of four programs written in Java, including three versions of jtopas, three versions of xml-security, five versions of jmeter, and eight versions of ant. We obtained the programs from the Software-artifact Infrastructure Repository (SIR) 4 [3] , which provides Java and C programs for controlled experimentation on program analysis and testing. The sizes of the programs range from 1.8 to 80 KLoC. Table I depicts statistics on the objects. In Table I , for each object program, Columns 3 and 4 present the number of classes (including interfaces) and the number of methods, respectively.
In SIR, each version of each program has a JUnit test suite that was developed during program evolution. Due to the features of JUnit, there are two levels of test-case granularity in [5] has confirmed that it is suitable to use faults produced via mutation for experimentation in test-case prioritization, we followed a similar procedure to produce faulty versions for each of the 19 object programs.
In particular, we used MuJava 5 [18] to generate faults and followed the procedure used by Do et al. [5] to select specific mutants to use (as detailed below).
D. Implementation
To collect coverage information, we used on-the-fly bytecode instrumentation which dynamically instruments classes loaded into the JVM through a Java agent without any modification of the target program. We implemented code instrumentation based on the ASM byte-code manipulation and analysis framework. 6 To compute Java metrics for each method, we implemented our tool based on the abstract syntax tree (AST) analysis provided by the Eclipse JDT toolkit. 7 We extended the Eclipse AST parsing tool to calculate method lines of code (MLoC) and McCabe Cyclomatic complexity (McCabe) metrics.
E. Experiment Procedure
In actual testing scenarios, a specific program version usually does not contain a large number of faults [5] . Therefore, similar to Do et al. [5] , we used the mutant pool for each object program to create a set of small mutant groups. To form a mutant group, we randomly selected five mutants that can be killed by one or more test cases in the test suite for the program. For each program, we randomly produced up to 20 mutant groups for each program ensuring that no mutant is 
F. Threats to Validity
Our object programs, test cases, and seeded faults may all pose threats to external validity. First, although we used 19 Java program versions of various sizes, the differences seen in our study may be difficult to generalize to other Java programs. Furthermore, our results may not generalize to programs written in languages other than Java. Second, our results based on programs with seeded faults may not be generalizable to programs with real faults. Third, the results may not be generalizable to other test cases. Further reduction of these threats requires additional studies involving additional object programs, test suites, and faults.
The main threat to internal validity for our study is that there may be faults in our implementation of the strategies and the calculation of APFD values. To reduce this threat, we reviewed all the code that we produced for our experiments before conducting the experiments.
To assess technique effectiveness, we used the APFD metric [26] that is widely used for test-case prioritization. However, the APFD metric does have limitations [5] , [26] , and we did not consider efficiency or other cost and savings factors. Reducing this threat requires additional studies using more sophisticated cost-benefit models [8] .
G. Results and Analysis
Due to the large number of strategies, various test-case granularities, coverage granularities, objects, and mutant groups studied, box-plots across all objects are the most suitable way to show our results. Figures 1 to 4 depict the results of the comparision of the 19 strategies in our basic model and the 19 strategies in our extended model with the total and additional strategies using test suites at the test-method/testclass level and coverage information at the method/statement level. We denote the total strategy as Tot. and the additional strategy as Add.. For a strategy in our basic model, we use B and the value of p to denote the strategy. For example, we use B05 to denote the strategy in our basic model with the p value 0.05. Similarly, for a strategy in our extended model, we use E and the value of p to denote the strategy. Thus, the strategy in our extended model with the value of p set to 0.05 is denoted as E05. In each plot, the X-axis shows various strategies compared, and the Y-axis shows the APFD values measured. Each box plot shows the average (dot in the box), median (line in the box), upper/lower quartile, and 90th/10th percentile APFD values achieved by a strategy over all mutant groups of all 19 versions. For ease of understanding, we mark the strategies with higher average APFD values over the corresponding additional strategies as shadowed box plots. Based on the results, we make the following observations. First, when comparing strategies in our approach with the additional strategy, strategies with p values between 0.95 and 0.50 in both our basic and extended models typically achieve higher average APFD values. The only exceptions to this are the strategies in our basic model based on statement coverage for test suites at the test-class level with p values between 0.90 and 0.50, and for test suites at the test-method level with p values between 0.65 and 0.50. This observation indicates that there is a wide range of p values that can be used for our models. It should also be noted that the average increases in APFD of our strategies over the additional strategy are usually not large. However, considering that the additional strategy is widely accepted as the most effective prioritization strategy and is as expensive as our strategies, the increases in APFD are valuable and are actually achieved with almost no extra cost. Second, when comparing strategies in our approach with the total strategy (denoted as Tot. in the figures), our strategies with all p values in both our basic and extended models achieve higher average APFD values. One interesting point is that, even when the p value is 0.05 (which results in strategies similar to the total strategy), strategies in both our basic and extended models are substantially more effective than the total strategy. This observation indicates that adding a little flavor of the additional strategy into the total strategy could improve the total strategy substantially.
1) RQ1: Existence of Better Strategies Between the Total and Additional Strategies:
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Third, when comparing strategies in our basic model and strategies in our extended model, the strategies perform similarly with p values close to 1 and differently with p values close to 0. When p is close to 1, strategies in both models achieve comparable and even higher APFD values than the additional strategy. However, when p is close to 0, strategies in our extended model remain competitive but strategies in our basic model become much less competitive. In other words, strategies with a small p value in our basic model perform more like the total strategy, but strategies in our extended model always perform like the additional strategy with any p values. In fact, almost all strategies of our extended model with p ≥ 0.15 outperform the additional strategies, except those prioritizing tests at the test-method level using statement coverage with p ∈ [0.15, 0.30].
As strategies in our models and the additional strategy typically achieve similar APFD values, for each coveragegranularity level and each test-case-granularity level, we used Origin 8 to perform a one-way ANOVA analysis of the strategies. The results indicate that there are significant differences among the strategies at the 0.05 significance level. We then used Origin to perform Fisher's LSD test [29] of the strategies. Tables II and III (in which TCG stands for test-case granularity, CG stands for coverage granularity, 1 indicates statistically significantly better, 0 indicates no significant difference, and -1 indicates statistically significantly worse) list the results of Fisher's LSD test for comparing strategies in our models to the additional strategy.
According to Tables II and III, achieve significantly better APFD values than the additional strategy. When prioritizing test cases at the test-class level using method coverage, strategies with p values between 0.20 and 0.75 in our extended model significantly outperform the additional strategy. Furthermore, the additional strategy cannot significantly outperform any strategies in our basic model with p values between 0.50 and 0.95 and any strategies in our extended model with p values between 0.15 and 0.95 in any circumstance. This observation further confirms that our models can achieve clear benefits.
2) RQ2: Impact of Coverage and Test-Case Granularities: Based on Figures 1 to 4 , we make the following observations. Impact of coverage granularity. Our models seem to be more beneficial when using coverage information at the method level than at the statement level. According to comparisons between Figure 1 and Figure 2 , and between Figure 3 and Figure 4 , in both our basic and extended models, the ranges in which our strategies outperform the additional strategy on average are much broader using coverage information at the method level than at the statement level. We suspect the reason for this to be that, when a test case covers a statement, the probability for the test case to detect faults in the statement is very high. Thus, the additional strategy is already a good enough strategy for this situation. However, when a test case covers a method, the probability for the test case to detect faults in the covered method is not very high. Thus, we should typically consider that the method may still contain some undetected faults after being covered by some test cases.
Our extended model seems to be applicable for both method coverage and statement coverage. In fact, for all combinations of coverage granularity and test-case granularity, the ranges of strategies in our extended model that outperform the additional strategy on average are all very wide (i.e., for any p > 0.30).
As our empirical results indicate that our models are more beneficial with method coverage, we further compare our strategies using method coverage with the additional strategy using statement coverage. When prioritizing test cases at the test-method level, the average APFD values of wide ranges of strategies in our models (i.e., strategies in the basic model with p values between 0.75 and 0.90, and strategies in the extended model with p values between 0.45 and 0.75) using method coverage are very close to the average APFD values of the additional strategy using statement coverage. When prioritizing test cases at the test-class level, the average APFD values of wide ranges of strategies in our models (i.e., strategies in the basic model with p values between 0.70 and 0.80, and strategies in the extended model with p values between 0.20 and 0.80) using method coverage are as competitive as or even better than the average APFD values of the additional strategy using statement coverage. We also performed an ANOVA analysis (at the 0.05 level) and Fisher's LSD test to compare our strategies and the additional strategy using method coverage to the additional strategy using statement coverage. The ANOVA analysis and Fisher's LSD test demonstrate that there is no statistically significant difference between the additional strategy using statement coverage and any strategy in our basic model with any p value between 0.50 and 0.95 or any strategy in our extended model with any p value between 0.20 and 0.95 using method coverage. However, the additional strategy using statement coverage is significantly better than the additional strategy using method coverage. As coverage information at the method level is usually much less expensive to acquire than coverage information at the statement level, this result indicates that wide ranges of strategies in our models using method coverage can serve as cheap alternatives for the additional strategy using statement coverage. Impact of test-case granularity. Our extended model seems to be more beneficial than our basic model for prioritizing test cases at the test-class level. First, when using the extended model instead of the basic model, the number of strategies that outperform the additional strategies increases more dramatically at the test-class level than at the test-method level (shown in Figures 1 to 4) . Second, when prioritizing test cases at the test-method level, the largest average APFD values achieved by our extended model are larger than those achieved by our basic model by 0.15 (statement coverage) and 0.25 (method coverage), respectively. However, when prioritizing test cases at the test-class level, the differences are 0.69 (statement coverage) and 1.03 (method coverage), respectively. Third, results of our statistical analysis shown in Tables II and III also confirm this observation. We suspect the reason for this to be that it is more common for a test case at the test-class level than a test case at the test-method level to cover a method or a statement more than once. In such a circumstance, it is more beneficial to consider multiple coverage information.
All the strategies that we considered achieve significantly higher average APFD values for prioritizing test cases at the Figure 5 depicts results obtained by comparing the p-differentiated strategies with the corresponding additional strategies. We use BP to denote the four strategies in the basic model, and EP to denote the four strategies in the extended model. For the basic model, BP1 denotes the use of the MLoC metric and linear normalization, BP2 denotes the use of the MLoC metric and log normalization, BP3 denotes the use of the McCabe metric and linear normalization, and BP4 denotes the use of the McCabe metric and log normalization. The naming of strategies in the extended model follows the same manner. In the box plots, the X-axis denotes the studied strategies, the Y-axis denotes the APFD values achieved by compared strategies, and each box denotes the results of a strategy on all mutant groups of all objects. We also performed an ANOVA analysis (at the 0.05 level) and Fisher's LSD test to compare the eight strategies with differentiated p values to the best strategies in our basic/extended models and additional 8 strategies using method and statement coverage. Tables IV  and V show the Fisher's LSD test result, where "M-" denotes the strategies using method coverage, and "S-" denotes the strategies using statement coverage. For example, "M-B70" denote the B70 strategy using method coverage. We make the following observations. First, all strategies with differentiated p values outperform the corresponding additional strategies based on method coverage substantially. Figure 5 shows that all the strategies with differentiated p values achieve higher APFD values over corresponding addtional strategies on average. For example, when prioritizing test-class-level tests using method coverage, the additional strategy achieves an APFD value of 76.88 on average, while the four strategies from the extended model achieve APFD values from 81.10 to 81.92. In addition, Table IV shows that all eight strategies are statistically significantly better than the additional strategy based on method coverage under testmethod granularity, and Table V shows that all eight strategies are statistically significantly better than the additional strategy based on method coverage under test-class granularity.
Second, all strategies with differentiated p values using method coverage are comparable to the best strategies in our basic and extended models (including strategies using method and statement coverage) and the additional strategies using statement coverage, and even outperform some of those techniques. At both test-class and test-method granularities, the eight strategies are not statistically inferior to any best strategies within our basic/extended models or additional strategies using statement coverage. At the test-class granularity, six of the eight strategies are statistically significantly better than the additional strategy using statement coverage and the best strategies of the basic model using method coverage and statement coverage. This indicates that strategies with differentiated p values using method coverage can even be a cheaper but better alternative choice for prioritization techniques using statement coverage.
H. Summary and Implications
We summarize the main findings of our experimental study:
• For a wide range of p values (i.e., between 0.95 and 0.50), strategies in both our basic and extended models (on average) outperform or are at least competitive with the additional strategy using any combination of test-case and coverage granularities.
• Strategies in the extended model are generally more effective than strategies in the basic model, especially when the values of p are close to 0.
• Strategies in the basic and extended models are more beneficial for method coverage than statement coverage. • Our extended model is more beneficial for test suites at the test-class level, while our basic model is more suitable for test suites at the test-method level.
• All our strategies using differentiated p values statistically significantly outperform the additional strategies using method coverage. Some of our strategies using differentiated p values with method coverage even statistically significantly outperform the additional strategies using statement coverage. The experimental findings provide implications for practitioners. The need for more and better blended approaches provides implications for researchers.
IV. RELATED WORK
Since there is a considerable amount of research focusing on various issues in test-case prioritization, we partition and discuss the investigated issues into the following categories.
Prioritization Strategies. The total and additional strategies are the most widely-used prioritization strategies [26] . As neither can always achieve the optimal ordering of test cases [26] , researchers have also investigated various other generic strategies. Li et al. [16] present the 2-optimal strategy (a greedy algorithm based on the k-optimal algorithm [17] ), a strategy based on hill-climbing, and a strategy based on genetic programming. Jiang et al. [12] present the adaptive random strategy. According to the reported empirical results, the additional strategy is more effective than the total strategy on average, and other strategies falls between the total and additional strategies in terms of effectiveness. In this paper, we investigate strategies with flavors of both the total and additional strategies. Most of our strategies are more effective than either the total or the additional strategy. Theoretically, our strategies are as expensive as the additional strategy.
Coverage Criteria. In principle, test-case prioritization can use any test adequacy criterion as the underlying coverage criterion. In fact, many criteria have been investigated in previous research on test-case prioritization. The most widely used criteria include basic code-based coverage criteria, such as statement and branch coverage [26] , function coverage [7] , [9] , block coverage [6] , modified condition/decision coverage [13] , method coverage [6] and statically-estimated method coverage [20] , [32] . There has also been work on incorporating information on the probability of exposing faults into criteria [9] . There is research [15] on test-case prioritization using coverage of system models, which can be acquired before the coding phase. Mei et al. [22] investigate criteria based on dataflow coverage [21] for testing service-oriented software. In this paper, we investigate generic strategies that can work with any coverage criteria.
Constraints. In practice, there are many constraints affecting test-case prioritization. Elbaum et al. [8] and Park et al. [23] investigate the constraints of test cost and fault severity. Hou et al. [10] investigate the quota constraint on test-case prioritization. Kim and Porter [14] investigate the resource constraint that may not allow the execution of the entire test suite. Walcott et al. [28] and Zhang et al. [33] investigate time constraints that require the selection of a subset of test cases for prioritization. Do et al. [4] investigate the use of techniques not specific to time constraints in the presence of those constraints. For constraints that impact only the selection of test cases, our strategies may also be applicable.
Usage Scenarios. Prioritized regression test cases can be used for either a specific subsequent version or a number of 9 subsequent versions. Elbaum et al. [7] , [9] refer to the former as version-specific prioritization and the latter as general prioritization. Although the majority of research on test-case prioritization focuses on techniques for general prioritization, some researchers (such as Srivastava and Thiagarajan [27] ) have investigated techniques for only version-specific prioritization. There are also researchers (such as Elbaum et al. [7] , [9] ) investigating the use of general test-case prioritization techniques in version-specific prioritization. Like other general prioritization techniques, our generic test-case prioritization strategies may also be applicable in version-specific prioritization. Furthermore, it should also be possible to develop a version-specific technique similar to Srivastava and Thiagarajan's technique by using our strategies on coverage of changed code instead of all the code.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we show how the total and additional strategies can be seen as two extreme instances in models of generic prioritization strategies. Naturally, there is a spectrum of generic strategies between the total and additional strategies in our models. We also proposed extensions to enable the use of differentiated p values for methods. Empirical results demonstrate that wide ranges of strategies in both our basic and extended models are more effective than either the total or the additional strategies. Also, wide ranges of our strategies using method coverage can be as effective as or more effective than the additional strategy using statement coverage. In a broader sense, we view our results as a fundamental step toward controlling the uncertainty of fault detection in testcase prioritization. In this sense, our models provide a new dimension for creating better prioritization techniques.
In future work, we plan to address the difference between recorded coverage information and actual coverage information in test-case prioritization. We also plan to investigate adaptive test-case prioritization, which changes the probability value of each unit based on actual fault revealing behavior during test case prioritization in regression testing.
